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Abstract 

Covid 19 has made us realize the importance of the pharmaceutical sector. This is the only sector which has grown 
immensely with new developments in the form of vaccines. This paper attempts to investigate the factors which affect the profitability 
of a pharmaceutical companies in India. ROE, EPS and ERR have been considered as the explanatory variables and net profit margin 
was taken as a proxy of profitability. Five major pharmaceutical companies were considered for the analysis based on their market 
capitalisation. ROE(Return on equity), EPS(Earnings per share) and ERR(Earning retention ratio) found to have a positive significant 
impact on NPM(Net profit margin), with ROE tending to have the highest impact on NPM. 
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Introduction 

As the world's third most noteworthy industry for drug creation by volume and fourteenth by respect, Indian Pharmaceutical 
Industry is likely going to be a pioneer in gathering soon. In the previous 30 years Indian drug industry has effectively been one of the 
tremendous pioneers in progress of remedies from barely anything. Prior by and large affiliations used to import fix either in 
completely orchestrated or mass plan. The credit for this sketchy breeze being made can be given to the twin benefit, from the 
beginning the development in close by usage cutoff of India what's more to the different area openings open in India. It is one of the 
fundamental accomplices of Indian economy with a progress level of 7-8%. The Indian Pharmaceutical Industry today is in the front 
circumstance of India's science-based relationship with wide-going cutoff focuses in the stunning field of remedy collecting and 
movement. It positions high in the third world, to the degree progress, quality and level of fixes conveyed using key cerebral misery 
pills to current counteractants toxins and complex heart compounds, fundamentally such an answer is a little while later made locally 
expecting a fundamental part in advancing and supporting improvement in the central field of meds. Indian Pharma Industry gloats 
about essential worth makers and different units have been guaranteed by the legitimate experts in USA and UK. As a rule, affiliations 
related with this space have set, maintained and drove this stunning headway in the previous 53 years and assisted with putting India 
on the cure guide of the world. The Indian Pharmaceutical space is totally allotted with in excess of 20,000 chose units. It has 
extended profoundly silly advancing twenty years.The fundamental 250 

 
Pharmaceutical Companies control 70% of the market with market pioneer holding practically 7% of the piece of the general 

business. It is an extraordinarily isolated market with genuine worth competition and government esteem control. Drug industry over 
time has come tofruition to perhaps the most excellent industry as it serves the overall population profoundly, it gives fill in just as 
recoveries an enormous number of lives with its medications andvaccinations. 

 
Pharmaceutical Industry has been set apart as most imaginative industry in the over a significant time span for the world turn 

of events. India is the world's quickest developing economy with its second biggest populace on the planet makes India a push for the 
improvement of the Indian Pharmaceutical sector. India today has an interesting segment benefit and burden simultaneously, 
attributable to its colossally enormous populace. India is home to around 1.3 billion individuals or around 1/seventh of the world's 
populace. The benefit stays that a particularly immense populace makes us an enormous and appealing business sector, also that 
populace is youthful, or we may not be right in expressing it as the most youthful in the world. The weakness absolutely is that the per 
capita essential prescription is additionally extremely high attributable to the difficult financial conditions that exist. Drug Industry has 
voyaged a stretched excursion from simple acknowledgment to universes third-biggest drug commercial center universally regarding 
size and thirteen biggest as far as its value. The industry likewise plays a vital role in socio-segment monetary prosperity of the 
country. The 'UN Millennium Development Goals' has distinguished drug industry as a monetary patron as it among of the most 
progressive and capital-escalated industry. It is seen as the critical business in any economy due of the wellbeing related items it 
produces; it assumes a key part in treating the misery of debilitated individuals. It is likewise a significant sponsor in engaging 
economy by producing occupations for masses and including income of unfamiliar trade by its developing fares. Pharmaceuticals have 
been utilized to treat sicknesses for millennia. The beginning of prescription included plants and natural solutions for treat an 
assortment of sicknesses and injuries. Today, the long and complex excursion to exhibit the wellbeing and adequacy of a compound 
and bring it from the lab under the control of patients out of luck, is a multi-billion-dollar worldwide industry. The establishments of 
the medication business lie back with the drug specialists and pharmacies that offered traditional fixes as far back as the bygone eras, 
offering a hit-and-miss extent of prescriptions subject to many long periods of individuals data. However, the business as we fathom it 
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today really has its sources in the second half of the nineteenth century. While the legitimate insurrection of the seventeenth century 
had spread musings of authenticity and experimentation, and the mechanical bombshell had changed the formation of items in the late 
eighteenth century, the wedding of the two plans to help human prosperity was an also late new development. Pharmaceutical industry 
persistently endeavor towards inventive new medicines that help individuals carry on with longer and better lives. These treatments 
are created, fabricated, showcased and appropriated all throughout the planet by drug organizations consistently. The Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare arranges the business in our country. Given our all-inclusive community, our association's highlight on the 
space, both monetarily and absolutely winds up being fundamental. One of the fundamental updates in the business was the 
presentation of the patent bill. The patent bill was first presented in 1970. The bill helped the Indian medication industry to be less 
dependent upon the U.S. gotten progression laws. While this may have worked with creation and gathering locally quite a while, 
India's entry into WTO in 1995 acquired different changes: regard control, exchange limits, to give a couple of models. It wound up 
being even more over the top for close by relationship to make a medication that is gotten in another country. Various idea this could 
restrict the Indian pharma industry totally in any case there a couple of parts that assisted the business with keeping afloat. By and by, 
during the last piece of the 1990s and mid-2000s, the Indian prescription industry was simply reprocessing drug plans made in 
different nations. In any case, later into the decade, our benefit into close by R&D framework began to get. India's planned 
standards,rules and practices for a R&D wing helped the business' improvement with passing on it to where it is today. 
 
Literature Review 
• Bhabatosh Banerjee (1982) in his appraisal on "Corporate liquidity and benefit in India" has seen the relationship of liquidity 

with productivity by isolating the case of liquidity position of medium and massive public restricted relationship in India covering 
the time interval 1971-78. His appraisal uncovers that the front-line social gatherings having a spot with flowing, ferrous and 
nonferrous things and transportation have a fast relationship between the liquidity and productivity and the converse path around, 
at any rate tobacco, silk and rayon materials have an insidious relationship. 
 

• LathaArun Reddy (1983) has composed an assessment on "Benefit and progression Indian Manufacturing Industries" with the 
fundamental target of looking at the relationship among progress and productivity utilizing fall away from the faith models and 
assemble headway rate. Her evaluation covers a time of a long time from 1950-52 to 1973-74. The creator sees that the paper 
business shows a solid positive relationship among progress and benefit. 
 

• Sharma and Reddy (1985) have seen the parts impacting liquidity by organizing an assessment on the liquidity position of 
medicine relationship for a time of eight years. It pondered that association method concerning information and yields colossally 
affects the liquidity position of the affiliation. 
 

• Gangadhar (1998): Author has made an endeavor on "Cash related Analysis of Companies in Criteria: A Profitability and 
proficiency center" head objective of the assessment is to dissect the liquidity position of the affiliations and to call attention to 
the segments in danger for such a position. It is expected that the liquidity position was disturbing since these are rising up to 
consistent liquidity issues. Their degree current resources identifying with the current liabilities are particularly low. It is 
recommended that, they might be improved by diminishing ludicrous heap of current liabilities or becoming the degree of current 
resources relying upon the necessities. 
 

• Elijelly (2004) in the examination on "Liquidity – advantage bargain: A test assessment in a making business district" precisely 
investigated the relationship among adequacy and liquidity, as studied by current degree and cash opening (cash change cycle) on 
a portrayal of business substances in Saudi Arabia. The assessment found central negative connection between the coalition's 
advantage and its liquidity level, as overviewed by current degree." 
 

• Beneda (2006) inspected returns, bankruptcies and firm difficulty for new US public affiliations that gave IPOs from 1995 
through 2002. Beneda found that the basic first year returns for IPO affiliations neglect to meet assumptions the market and that 
Ohlson'smodel was convincing in unquestionable affiliations that had a higher probability of commitment and money related 
difficulty and got under the standardreturns. 
 

• Raheman and Nasr(2006)talked about working capital association and its impact on liquidity comparably as on benefit of the 
firm. They have considered the impact of various factors of working capital association including the Average assortment time-
frame, Inventory turnover in days, Average part period, Cash change cycle and Current degree on the networking benefit of firms. 
Responsibility degree, size of the firm (surveyedsimilarly as brand name logarithm of courses of action) and monetary resources 
for altogether resources degree have been utilized as control factors. The outcomes found that there is a solid negative association 
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between components of the functioning capital association and benefit of the firm. It recommends that the money change cycle 
develops it will instigate lessening benefit of the firm, and managers can make a positive helper for the monetary supporters by 
decreasing the cash change cycle to a potential least level. They found that there is a tremendous negative relationship among 
liquidity and effectiveness. They likewise found that there is a positive relationship between size of the firm and its benefit. There 
is additionally an essential negative relationship between responsibility utilized by the firm andproficiency. 
 

• Singh and Pandey (2008) proposed that, for the profitable working of any business connection, fixed and current resources 
anticipate an essential part, and that the association of working capital is major as it quickly influences benefit and liquidity. They 
considered the working capital parts and tracked down an essential effect of working capital association on advantage for 
Hindalco Industries Limited. 
 

• James Clausen (2009) in his article immediately passed on about the liquidity degrees. Financial sponsors and propelling 
affiliations will occasionally utilize degree evaluationsof the spending abstracts to pick an affiliation's benefit and liquidity. In the 
event that the degrees display terrible appearance, financial support may be hesitant to contribute. In this way, the current degree 
or working capital degree, measures current resources against current liabilities. The current degree assesses the affiliation's 
capacity to manage its glimmering responsibility duties with its present resources. He thinks a further degree shows the affiliation 
is more prepared to manage fluttering responsibility with current resources. Subsequently, the dangerous test degree or convenient 
degree, gauges fast resources against current liabilities. Fast resources are seen as resources that can be instantly changed over 
into cash. Generally, they are current resources less stock. 
 

• GopinathanThachappilly (2009) imparted that whether a business has highbenefit, it can oversee short lived monetary issues 
and its assets are gotten up inventories and receivables not conceivable for a genuine long time. Any inability to meet the 
obligations can hurt its standing and financial ampleness and in incredible cases even lead tosection 11. Regardless, liquidity 
degrees are work with cash and close money resources of a business on one side, and the quick part duties (current liabilities) 
actually side. The close by cash resources transcendently intertwine receivables from clients and inventories of completed things 
and crude materials. 
 

• Sherin (2010) in her article on "Liquidity v/s capability - Striking the right harmony" makes about the repercussions out of 
liquidity and profitability in a solution association. A firm is depended upon to keep a course of action among liquidity and 
profitability while coordinating its normal exercises. Interests in current assets are unavoidable to ensure transport of things or 
relationship to a persuading customer. A fitting relationship of the indistinct could achieve the necessary impact on either 
capability or liquidity. 
 

• Venkataramana and Ramakrishnan (2012): Break down the viability andfinancial circumstance of picked solid relationship in 
India through various money related degree and applied alliance, mean, standard deviation and separation. The evaluation uses 
liquidity and viability degrees for examination of impact of liquidity degrees onadvantage execution of picked solid affiliations. 
 

• Owolabi and Obida (2012): In their article named "Liquidity Management andCorporate Profitability: Case Study of Selected 
Manufacturing Companies Listed on The Nigerian Stock Exchange" an endeavor is made to measures the relationship between 
liquidity the board and corporate benefit utilizing information from picked conveying affiliations referred to on the floor of the 
Nigerian Stock Exchange. The result of the assessment was gotten utilizing illustrative appraisal and the discovering shows that 
liquidity the bosses evaluated regarding the affiliation's Credit Policies, Cash Flow Management and Cash Conversion Cycle on 
an extremely fundamental level impacts corporate benefit. They found that supervisors can develop productivity by getting 
exceptional credit framework, short money change cycle and persuading pay the board strategies 

 
• Sandhar et.al (2013): broke down the association among liquidity and advantage of picked Indian Pharmaceutical associations 

using backslide examination and uncovered that current extent what's more, liquid extent is oppositely associated with return on 
assets (ROA), benefit from adventure (return for cash contributed) and cash turnover extent is conversely associated with ROI and 
ROA. 

 
• Ashok Kumar (2013) inspected liquidity position of five driving associations which cover season of quite a while from 2000-

2010. It has been found that the liquidity position of little associations are better when stood out from colossal ones. Lastly, it is 
gathered that associations should keep an ideal current and liquid extent. 
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• V. Vijayalakshmi and M. Srividya (2014) in their appraisal conveyed that the cash related success has a fundamental impact in 
the reasonable association of an affiliation. The assessment in light of everything, reveals that gross benefit degree, working 
degree, return on regard capital, and pay per share, essentially influence the net benefit degree of the picked drug relationship 
during the appraisal time-frame. By and by, benefit of the picked drug relationship in India during the assessment time-frame is 
satisfying. During the hour of study there were a couple decent and terrible occasions in the proficiency yet it didn't affect the 
tasks of the affiliation generally. On the distant chance that the Pharmaceutical Industry needs to perform well, it needs to offer 
more capital and necessities to achieve more plans, genuinely around then it will improve its show level. 
 

• Mohmad and Dr. Syed (2016) destroyed the liquidity and profitability of picked affiliations also, more unequivocally it seeked 
the examination between the liquidity and adequacy execution of picked affiliations. There is essential detachment between the 
introductions of solution affiliations dependent upon Quick Ratio. The presentation of Cipla is superior to that of Dr. Reddy's labs 
to the degree profitability. 

 
Objectives of the study 

1. To analyze the profitability position of selected Pharmaceutical Companies in India. 
2. To ascertain the impact of earnings per share, retention ratio and return on equity on net profit margin of the selected 

pharmaceutical company’s understudy. 
 
Research Methodology 
 In this section we will discuss about the data, variables and research tools and techniques which are used in this study. The 
data from which we will apply statistical methodology is secondary data. The required data for the study is collected and compiled 
from www.moneycontrol.com. The study has been undertaken for a period of 5 years from 2014- 15 to 2018-19. The methodology 
adopted is to analyse and interpret general financial statements to assess the profitability position. Further a comprehensive analysis is 
carried by applying statistical techniques correlation and multiple regression analysis. As the total source rundown of the multitude of 
Pharmaceutical Companies isn't accessible, the information for this investigation is chosen dependent on accommodation inspecting 
technique. Among the organizations recorded with significant stock trade of India in particular, Bombay Stock Exchange and National 
Stock Exchange of India, 5 organizations with steady monetary information are chosen. 
 
Data Analysis and Findings 
 
Table 1- Correlation Analysis 

 EPS ERR ROE NPM 
EPS 1    
ERR 0.425826 1   
ROE 0.530941 0.449945 1  
NPM 0.167819 0.736949 0.725292 1 

Note: The Correlation Between the Same Variables Is Always 1. 
 
Interpretation of Table 1  

The Correlation among all the variables are presented in table 2. All the variables are positively correlated that means all are 
moving in the same direction. The correlation between EPS(Earnings per share) and ERR(Earnings retention ratio), EPS(Earnings per 
share) and ROE(Return on equity), ERR(Earnings retention ratio) and ROE(Return on equity) is moderate. As the correlation between 
these explanatory variables is less than 0.8, we can infer that there is no multicollinearity between them. It can be observed that 
earnings retention ratio(ERR) and return on equity(ROE) are highly correlated with net profit margin(NPM). Earnings per share(EPS) 
has a low correlation with net profit margin(NPM). 
 
Table 2 - Regression Analysis 

SUMMARY 
OUTPUT 

 

  
Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 0.97446 
384 
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R Square 0.94957 
9775 

Adjusted R Square 0.93949 
573 

Standard Error 2.16130 
8889 

Observations 25 

         
 Coefficients Standard 

Error 
t Stat P-value Lower 

95% 
Upper 
95% 

Lower 
95.0% 

Upper 
95.0% 

         
EPS  

0.03417 
2756 

0.01269 
9669 

- 
2.69083 

8351 

0.01405 
6858 

- 
0.06066 

3802 

- 
0.00768 

1711 

- 
0.06066 

3802 

- 
0.00768 

1711 
ERR 0.08940 

1077 
0.02354 

1913 
3.79752 

8128 
0.00112 

9017 
0.04029 

3507 
0.13850 

8647 
0.04029 

3507 
0.13850 

8647 
ROE 0.20401 

8541 
0.08929 

094 
2.28487 

3921 
0.03337 

6321 
0.01776 

0904 
0.39027 

6178 
0.01776 

0904 
0.39027 

6178 
 
Interpretation of the Table 

The R squared was 0.949 which shows the model explanatory power depicting that 90.8% of the changes in the net profit 
margin can be explained by the retention ratio, earnings per share and return on equity. The adjusted R square was 93.94% which 
shows the model explanatory power with the exclusion of the constant variable in the regression model. 

 
In addition, the coefficient for R was 0.974 which shows the correlation coefficient betweennet profit margin and EPS, ERR, 

ROE. Since, the coefficient was 0.974, it depicts that there is a strong positive relationship between EPS, ERR, ROE and NPM. Thus, 
as the EPS, ERR, ROE increases, NPM also increases. The study findings revealed that there was a positive significant relationship 
between EPS and NPM, ERR and NPM, ROE and NPM. So, an increase in EPS, ERR and ROE leads to increase in the net profit 
margin. As the p value was less than 0.05 for EPS, ERR and ROE, we can observe that the effect of EPS, ERR and ROE is statistically 
significant on net profit margin. It is significant to note that ROE has the highest impact on the profitability (net profit margin) as it is 
having the highest coefficient of 0.204. 
 
Conclusion and Recommendation 

In this research project we studied the effect of Earnings Per Share (EPS) Earning Retention Ratio (ERR), Return on Equity 
(ROE) on Net Profit Margin (NPM) with reference to the Indian Pharmaceutical Sector. So, we had taken 5 different companies which 
are listed in BSE SENSEX from www.moneycontrol.comto analyze the impact of EPS, ERR and ROE on NPM. 
 

The result of correlation indicates that EPS ERR ROE are positively correlated and is having a positive effect on net profit 
margin. Hence, we can see that a higher ERR,EPS AND ROE indicates that the Net Profit Margin is high for a company in a 
pharmaceutical sector, with ROE and ERR being more strongly correlated than EPS. The regression analysis portrays that ERR, EPS 
AND ROE is having a positive impact on the net profit margin of the companies, with ROE being the prime factor in boosting up the 
net profit margin. Thus, we can recommend to the stakeholders that if they observe a higher net profit margin then the ERR, EPS and 
ROE are also high of the company. The results are very useful for all investors, creditors and other stakeholders to have transparent 
picture about the rationale of their investment decisions. The outcomes are necessary for the administration to formulate a sound 
profitable strategy so that a relevant financial information can be provided to the investors, creditors and public so that they can 
understand the due diligence and financial structure of the company. There is a further scope of research to study the impact of 
COVID-19 alongside. 
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ANNEXURE 
 

EPS, ERR, OPR, ROE AND NPM OF EACH 
COMPANY FROM FINANCIAL YEAR 2014-15 TO FINANCIAL YEAR 2018-19 

 
COMPANY 

NAME 
YEAR EPS ERR RETURNON 

EQUITY 
NETPROFIT 

MARGIN 
 

LUPIN 2015 53.41 85.94 26.55  24.58 
LUPIN 2016 62.92 88.1 23.76  25.23 
LUPIN 2017 69.63 89.24 21.25  24.87 
LUPIN 2018 29.76 74.81 8.51  13.33 
LUPIN 2019 34.03 85.31 8.98  13.55 

GLENMARK 2015 57.49 94.62 20.34  19.81 
GLENMARK 2016 35.95 95.43 20.15  24.27 
GLENMARK 2017 75.86 96.83 22.68  26.44 
GLENMARK 2018 52.87 93.31 9.76  15.77 
GLENMARK 2019 37.14 95.81 13.58  25.72 
WOCKARDT 2015 30.17 33.68 30.96  17.58 
WOCKARDT 2016 2.97 0 3  1.47 
WOCKARDT 2017 12.4 19.38 11.24  5.96 
WOCKARDT 2018 6.21 0 5.3  2.77 
WOCKARDT 2019 -7.4 0 -6.67  -3.8 

ABBOTT 2015 107.75 71.23 24.42  10 
ABBOTT 2016 120.12 74.2 21.34  9.76 
ABBOTT 2017 130.19 73.12 19.94  9.53 
ABBOTT 2018 188.81 78.82 23.7  12.16 
ABBOTT 2019 211.93 74.05 22.42  12.24 

TORRENT 2015 36.83 69.46 23.03  17.93 
TORRENT 2016 102.99 59.96 47.01  32.04 
TORRENT 2017 50.48 80.2 19.17  18.59 
TORRENT 2018 28.45 54.37 10.57  11.34 
TORRENT 2019 44.05 59.14 14.86  12.93 
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